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The object of this paper is to analyse the structure of connected H-spaces with noetherian mod two cohomology
algebra. We will show that, up to 2-completion, they are, essentially, Þnite mod 2 H-spaces and their 3-connected
covers, CP=, BZ/2r and certain extensions of these. ( 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION
A subject of great interest in algebraic topology is the understanding of the homotopy
theoretic generalizations of the concept of compact Lie group. Among those, Þnite H-spaces
or loop spaces and the localized versions, mod p Þnite H-spaces and the newer concept of
p-compact group [11].
A Þnite H-space is an H-space whose underlying space is homotopy equivalent to
a CW-complex with a Þnite number of cells. In the localized version, a mod p Þnite H-space
stands for an H-space which is Þnite up to p-completion or equivalently for an H-space whose
mod p cohomology ring is Þnite dimensional. By p-completion we understand BousÞeld—Kan
p-completion [5]. An H-space, being simple, is p-good in the sense of BousÞeld—Kan, so we
will assume without loss of generality that our mod p H-spaces are p-complete.
Other related spaces that play an important role are the three connected covers of
compact Lie groups, Þnite H-spaces or mod p Þnite H-spaces. In fact, those connected
covers carry most of the homotopy theoretic structure of the original Þnite H-spaces such
as, for instance, higher homotopy groups. Furthermore, recently it has been discovered that
most of the time they even recall the p-completed homotopy type of the original Þnite
H-space. More precisely, in [9] Dror Farjoun gives a nice construction of localization
functors with respect to maps. Concretely the nulliÞcation functor for BZ/p, ‚BZ@p , was
investigated by Neisendorfer [23] who deÞned F as the composition of the functor
‚BZ@p and the BousÞeld—Kan p-completion and proved that for a 1-connected Þnite complex
X with Þnite n
2
(X), if XSnT denotes the n-connected cover of X, then F (XSnT)KX L
p
for
any positive integer n.
The three connected cover of a Þnite H-space is not homotopy equivalent to a Þnite
CW-complex. In fact the mod p cohomology ring is no longer Þnite. It is however
a noetherian ring. The universal cover of a mod p Þnite H-space X is again a mod p Þnite
H-space XI KXS1T. XI is thus 2-connected and its third homotopy group is torsion free [8].
In order to construct the 3-connected cover of X, we choose a map XI PK (ZK m
p
, 3) that
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induces an isomorphism between the three-dimensional homotopy groups and the 3-
connected cover XS3T is deÞned as the homotopy Þbre of that map, thus it Þts in a principal
Þbration
((CP=) L
p
)mPXS3TPXI .
A spectral sequence argument shows now that the mod p cohomology ring of XS3T is not
Þnite but Þnitely generated; that is, noetherian. Other H-spaces with noetherian mod
p cohomology ring are (CP=) L
p
and BZ/pr for any positive integer r.
Our aim is to prove that those H-spaces are essentially all mod p H-spaces with
noetherian mod p cohomology ring. In this paper, both for clarity and simplicity we
concentrate in the case p"2. The necessary changes for the odd prime case will be
considered in a forthcoming paper. So, at the prime two, we obtain
THEOREM 1.1. If X is a 1-connected mod 2 H-space with noetherian mod 2 cohomology
algebra, then there exists a mod 2 Þnite H-space F"F(X) and a principal H-Þbration
((CP=) L
2
)nPXPF (X) . (1)
Notice that the converse is equally true. In fact, for any 1-connected mod 2 Þnite
H-space F, any Þbration ((CP=) L
2
)nPXPF is, Þrstly, a principal Þbration classiÞed by
a map FPK(ZK n
p
, 3), and hence an H-Þbration. A spectral sequence argument, then shows
that the mod 2 cohomology of X is noetherian.
It is also remarkable that the Þbre ((CP=) L
2
)n in the Þbration (1) is obtained by means of
the colocalization functor C…
A
introduced by Dror Farjoun in [9]. For A"BZ/2=, the
map ((CP=) L
2
)nPX in (1) is an A-equivelence and therefore coincides with C…
A
(X)PX up
to 2-completion.
COROLLARY 1.2. A mod 2 H-space is the three connected cover of a mod 2 Þnite H-space if
and only if its mod 2 cohomology ring is three connected and noetherian.
COROLLARY 1.3. All 1-connected mod 2 H-spaces with noetherian mod 2 cohomology ring
are Þnite mod 2 H-spaces, (CP=) L
2
, products of those and extensions of the form (1).
This answers a question of Lin [18, Question 2.4], at prime 2.
The general case is reduced to the simply connected case by taking the universal cover of
our H-space X:
XI PXPBn
1
(X) (2)
Since the mod 2 cohomology of X is noetherian, n
1
(X) must be a Þnitely generated
ZK
2
-module and then a spectral sequence argument shows that the mod 2 cohomology of
XI is noetherian again.
COROLLARY 1.4. All connected mod 2 H-spaces with noetherian mod 2 cohomology ring are
Þnite mod 2 H-spaces, (CP=) L
2
, BZ/2r for any positive integer r, products of those and
extensions of the form (1) or (2).
A connected mod p loop space X is a triple (X, BX, e) where X is a connected
p-complete space, BX a 1-connected p-complete space and e is a homotopy equivalence
e : XP)BX. A connected mod p loop space X is a mod p Þnite loop space or p-compact
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group if H* (X; F
p
) is Þnite dimensional [11]. Theorem 1.1 and Corollaries 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4
remain true for mod 2 loop spaces instead of mod 2 H-spaces because according to [9] the
nulliÞcation functor ‚BZ/2 and hence F preserves the loop structure.
We can also use Theorem 1.1 in order to reduce questions about H-spaces or loop spaces
with noetherian mod 2 cohomology to Þnite ones. As an example we can easily obtain the
classiÞcation of homotopy commutative mod 2 H-spaces with noetherian mod 2 cohomol-
ogy, based in the corresponding result for mod 2 Þnite H-spaces [12, 17].
COROLLARY 1.5. (Slack [25] and Lin-Williams [20]). ‚et X be a homotopy commutative
connected mod 2 H-space with noetherian mod 2 cohomology. „hen X is the direct product of
a Þnite number of Eilenberg—Mac‚ane spaces
K(ZK
2
, 2), K (ZK
2
, 1), K(Z/2r, 1)
for r*1.
Proof. Let XI be the universal cover of X. It is also a homotopy commutative H-space
with noetherian mod 2 cohomology and now Theorem 1.1 applies. XI is the total space of
a principal Þbration ((CP=) L
2
)nPXI PF(XI ), where F (XI ) is a 1-connected mod 2 Þnite
H-space and, using the properties of F, also homotopy commutative. Hence the classical
torus theorem of Hubbuck [12, 17] implies that F (XI ) is contractible and therefore
XI K((CP=) L
2
)n.
We have obtained a covering ((CP=) L
2
)nPXPBn
1
(X) which is a simple Þbration and so
it is classiÞed by an H-map Bn
1
(X)PK (ZK n
2
, 3). Moreover, this map represents a primitive
class in the cohomology of Bn
1
(X) (cf. [26]).
But n
1
(X):ZK r
2
]Z/2k1]2]Z/2ks , a Þnitely generated ZK
2
-module, has no non trivial
primitives in its 2-adic three-dimensional cohomology, hence this classifying map is trivial
and then,
XK((CP=) L
2
)n]BZK r
2
]BZ/2k1]2]BZ/2ks . K
Our starting point is the classiÞcation by Aguade« et al. [1] of the possible p-completed
homotopy types of spaces having a mod p cohomology ring like that of the three-connected
cover of S3,
P[x
2p
]?E[bx
2p
] (3)
where the subscripts denote the degrees of the generators. Also, they proved in the Þnal
section that, among those spaces, the only one that admits an H-space structure is the
p-completion of the true three connected cover of S3: S3S3T ö
p
.
Later, in [2], the case of spaces with mod p cohomology isomorphic to the algebra
P[x2p2]?E [y2p‘1, z2p2#1] (4)
was considered. This is the cohomology of S”(3)S3T for p"2, Sp (2)S3T for p"3 and
G
2
S3T if p"5. A homotopy uniqueness result is obtained in that case for every prime, even
with no H-structure assumption.
Our observation is the relevance in the proof of the above results of the fact that the
considered algebras, (3) and (4), are noetherian.
There is one further observation about the Steenrod algebra action on the algebras (3)
and (4) and other cohomology algebras of three connected covers of H-spaces (cf. [13]). As
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the degree of a polynomial generator increases there are more and more nilpotent gener-
ators attached to that polynomial generator by means of Steenrod operations. For example,
in (4) at the prime 2 we have Sq1x
8
"z
9
and Sq4y
5
"z
9
. Actually, this observation goes
back to [3] where it is shown that the three connected cover of Sp(k) has one polynomial
generator of degree 2pi, for k"(pi~1#1)/2, together with a number of exterior generators.
In [1] it is shown that an algebra like (3) would not be the cohomology of an H-space if the
degree of the polynomial generator was larger than 2p (or indeed, of any space if it was
larger than 2p(p!1)).
Within the proof of Theorem 1.1 we Þnd an explanation for this fact, actually, for a more
general class of H-spaces. Namely, H-spaces X satisfying the Þniteness conditions:
(F1) H* (X;F
2
) is of Þnite type.
(F2) H* (X;F
2
) has a Þnite number of polynomial generators.
(F3) The module of the indecomposables QH* (X;F
2
) is locally Þnite as module over the
Steenrod algebra.
Recall that a module over the Steenrod algebra is called locally Þnite provided any
submodule generated by a single element is Þnite (cf. [24]). We will denote by A the mod
two Steenrod algebra. It is generated by the Steenrod squares Sqi, i*0, subject to the Adem
relations. The squares Sq2n form a system of algebra generators. We will denote
Sq*n"Sq2nSq2n~12Sq2Sq1
for n*0 and formally Sq*r"0 if r(0. With this notation we can express the mod
2 cohomology of B2Z/2 as the polynomial algebra
H* (B2Z/2;F
2
):F
2
[ı, Sq1ı, 2, Sq*nı, 2]
where ı3H2(B2Z/2;F
2
) is the fundamental class.
THEOREM 1.6. For any mod 2 H-space X satisfying the conditions (F1), (F2) and (F3) and
any polynomial generator x3H* (X;F
2
) of degree deg x’1, there exists a Þnite subquotient
of H* (B2Z/2; F
2
) of the form, either
MI
n
"SSq*nı, (Sq*n~1ı)2m1, (Sq*n~2 ı)2m2, 2 , (Sq1ı)2mnTF
2
with n*0, m
0
"0, m
1
"1 and m
k~1
)m
k
)m
k~1
#1 or
MII
n
"SSq*nı, (Sq*n~1ı)2m1, (Sq*n~2ı)2m2 , 2 , (Sq1ı)2mn, ı2mTF
2
with n*0, m
0
"0, m
1
"1, m
k~1
)m
k
)m
k~1
#1 and m*m
n
, and an epimorphism of
unstable A-modules:
qJ : &QH*X:Mf
n
with qJ (x)"Sq*nı, where Mf
n
denotes either MI
n
or MII
n
. Moreover, x can be completed to
a system of generators where qJ (y)"0 for other polynomial generators yOx.
In case that H*(X;F
2
) is noetherian and 1-connected it can only happen MI
n
.
This shows that a polynomial generator cannot occur in a large dimension unless it is
linked by Steenrod operations to other nilpotent generators in a way codiÞed by the
unstable A-modules M
n
.
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Theorem 1.1 can also be stated in a more general form, for 1-connected mod 2 H-spaces
satisfying conditions (F1), (F2) and (F3) (see Theorem 8.4).
Example 1.7
n"1: MI
1
"M(Sq*1ı), (Sq1ı)2N. We can represent it in a diagram
C
Sq
1&" d
where C represents the class Sq*nı which will correspond to the polynomial generator
and f represent the other classes that will correspond to nilpotent generators in the
cohomology of X. This case clearly corresponds to S3S3T.
n"2: Now MI
2
is either MSq*2ı, (Sq*1ı)2, (Sq1ı)2N or MSq*2ı, (Sq*1ı)2, (Sq1ı)4N; that is, one of
the two diagrams
C
Sq1&" d Sq4&" d
C
Sq1&" d Sq2&" d
So, a polynomial generator in dimension 8, x
8
always comes with two more
generators linked by Steenrod operations according to one of the above two dia-
grams.
These cases are realized by S” (3)S3T and G
2
S3T.
n*1: If n*1, Mf
n
contains the classes of Sq*nı and (Sq*n~1ı)2"Sq1(Sq*nı):
C
Sq1&" d 2d 2
thus every polynomial generator in degree bigger than or equal to two has degree
a power of two and non-trivial Sq1. This has appeared with some restrictions in [19].
Our Þnal corollary was suggested to us by R. Kane.
COROLLARY 1.8. ‚et X be a connected H-space of Þnite integral type. If H*(X; F
2
) is
noetherian, then all rational polynomial generators appear in degree two.
Proof. Being X of Þnite integral type, the Bockstein spectral sequence applies. It starts
with H*(X; F
2
) and, according to Theorem 1.6, all polynomial generators have non-trivial
Sq1, except possibly some generators in degree two. Thus, the spectral sequence converges
to a Þnitely generated Hopf algebra with all polynomial generators in degree two. And the
same will happen rationally.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we construct H-Þbrations
BZ/2PXPEPB2Z/2 for a given mod 2 H-space satisfying (F1), (F2) and (F3) where
BZ/2PX detects a prescribed polynomial generator. Then, we study the Serre spectral
sequence for XPEPB2Z/2. Section 3 contains information about the structure of
H*(B2Z/2;F
2
) and Section 4, about di⁄erential Hopf algebras. The spectral sequence itself is
analysed in Sections 5—7. Finally, in Section 8 we iterate the construction of Section 2 and
obtain the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.6.
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2. DETECTING POLYNOMIAL GENERATORS WITH CENTRAL ELEMENTS
Let X denote a connected mod 2 H-space that satisÞes the conditions (F1)—(F3).
According to conditions (F1) and (F2) and the Borel classiÞcation of Þnite type Hopf
algebras, there is an algebra isomorphism
H* (X; F
2
):P[x
1
, 2 , xr]?
P[y
1
, 2 , ys , 2]
(y2a1
1
, 2 , y2ass , 2)
(5)
We call r the depth of X.
The objective of this section is to show the existence of central elements in X detecting the
polynomial generators; that is, maps
f : BZ/2PX
for which a certain polynomial generator in H*(X; F
2
) has non-trivial restriction to
H*(BZ/2;F
2
) and such that map(BZ/2, X)
f
KX. The main tool here is Lannes theory on
elementary abelian groups [15]. The proof of that last homotopy equivalence will be based
on work of Dwyer—Wilkerson [10] and uses strongly the condition (F3). Finally, we take
the homotopy quotient by the central element thus obtaining a sequence of Þbrations
BZ/2PXPEPB2Z/2
that turn out to be H-Þbrations. We use ZabrodskyÕs lemma in order to prove this fact. Let
us recall it here
LEMMA 2.1 (Miller [22], Zabrodsky [27]). ‚et G be a topological group and GPEPB
a principal Þbration. If, for a space X, map(G, X)
c
KX, where c is the constant map, then
map(B, X)Kmap(E, X)f D
G
Kc .
The mod 2 cohomology of an H-space is both, an unstable algebra over the Steenrod
algebra and a Hopf algebra in a compatible way. We will say that it is an unstableA-Hopf
algebra.
Let l denote the localization functor of unstable modules or algebras over the Steenrod
algebra away from nilpotence (cf. [24, 6]). From the proof of Proposition 1.23 in [7] or
applying proposition 8.2.1 in [16] to the construction of l, it follows that for a
tensor product of unstable A-algebras R?S one has a natural isomophism
l (R)?l (S)
:Pl (R?S). And therefore, the localization of an unstableA-Hopf algebra is again
an unstable A-Hopf algebra and the coaugmentation is a map of unstable A-Hopf algebras.
THEOREM 2.2. ‚et X be a connected H-space that satisÞes conditions (F1) and (F2). „he
localization of H*(X;F
2
) gives a map of unstable A-Hopf algebras
k
X
: H* (X; F
2
)"H* (B»;F
2
)
where » is an elementary abelian 2-group of rank the depth of X.
Furthermore, if H*(X;F
2
) is as described in (5), then there is a basis u
1
, 2, ur of
H1 (B»;F
2
) such that k
X
(x
i
)"u2bi
i
, for b
i
*0 and i"1, 2, r.
Proof. Since X satisÞes conditions (F1) and (F2) we can describe its mod 2 cohomology
algebra as in (5). Let k
X
: H* (X;F
2
)Pl(H* (X;F
2
)) be the coaugmentation of the localiza-
tion of H* (X; F
2
). The kernel of k
X
consists of the maximal nilpotent ideal of H* (X;F
2
). It
should be, therefore, the ideal generated by the nilpotent generators y
1
, 2, ys , 2. Thus,
we obtain that the image of k
x
is isomorphic to the polynomial algebra P[x
1
, 2, xr] and
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then, l (H*(X; F
2
)):l(P[x
1
, 2, xr]). This last isomorphism is clearly given by the Ada-
ms—Wilkerson embedding into the mod 2 cohomology of an elementary abelian group of
rank r, the depth of X. Hence we obtain the desired map k
X
.
Finally, the image of the localization will be a sub Hopf algebra of H* (B», F
2
) and then
the precise description of k
X
is a consequence of the Borel classiÞcation of Hopf algebras
(see [4]). K
What makes this result interesting is that using results of Lannes [15] we can realize the
algebraic map of the theorem by a geometric map
f : B»PX
with f *"k
X
. Moreover, since k
X
is a map of Hopf algebras, it commutes with the diagonal
map and geometrically this means that f is an H-map.
Assume that »@ is any other elementary abelian group and f @: B»@PX a map. By
universality of the coaugmentation k
X
, the induced map f @*: H*(X;F
2
)PH* (B»@;F
2
)
factors as a composition H* (X;F
2
)
k
X&" H* (B»;F
2
)PH* (B»@;F
2
) and then f @ itself factors
as B»@PB» fPX for a certain homomorphism »@P» and so f @ is also an H-map.
LEMMA 2.3. ”nder the above conditions, map(B»@, X)
f {
KX, provided X satisÞes the
condition (F3) as well.
Proof. We have a map
g: B»@]XPX
obtained as the composition of f @]id: B»@]XPX]X and the multiplication of X.
The map g induces in cohomology a map g* : H* (X;F
2
)PH* (B»@;F
2
)?H* (X;F
2
) and
this in turn induces an adjoint map „
V{
(H* (X;F
2
); f @ * )PH* (X;F
2
), where „
V{
is LannesÕ
„ functor [15].
The computation of „
V{
(H*(X;F
2
); f @* ) follows from [10, 3.2 and 4.5] and in fact
„
V{
(H* (X;F
2
); f @* )PH* (X;F
2
) becomes an isomorphism if and only if condition (F3) is
satisÞed. Then, the lemma follows from [15, 3.3.2]. K
Thus, we have proved that if we Þx a connected mod 2 H-space X satisfying conditions
(F1)— (F3), any B»@PX is central. Next, we observe that B»@ acts on map (B»@, X)
f
KX
and deÞne
E"map(B»@, X)
f
]
BV{
EB»@ (6)
so obtaining a sequence of Þbrations
B»@ fPX gPE hPB2»@ . (7)
It remains to prove that the constructed space E is actually an H-space in such a way
that the Þbrations (7) are H-Þbrations.
The argument is a variation of an argument in [1] in which we use the Þbration (7) itself in
order to compute the mapping spaces map(B…, E)
c
, for … any elementary abelian 2-group.
LEMMA 2.4. ‚et » be any elementary abelian 2-group and B» fPXP‰ a Þbration.
Assume that H* (B»;F
2
) becomes Þnitely generated when considered as an H* (X;F
2
)-module
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via f * . „hen, for any elementary abelian 2-group, …, map(B…, X)
c
KX if and only if
map(B…, ‰)
c
K‰.
Proof. The proof follows from the diagram of Þbrations
where S is the set of components of maps from B… to B» that become null-homotopic
when composed with f.
Now, suppose that g : B…PB» represents one of the components of S. That is, f ¡ g:
B…PX is null-homotopic. Maps out of classifying spaces of elementary abelian groups
are controlled by cohomology [15] and then the condition that H*(B»; F
2
) is Þnitely
generated as a H* (X;F
2
)-module via f * implies that f ¡ g is null-homotopic if and only if
g itself is null-homotopic. This proves that in our case S consists of just one component, that
of the constant map, and therefore the evaluation map(B…, B»)
S
%7PB» is a homotopy
equivalence and the lemma follows from the diagram.
PROPOSITION 2.5. ‚et X be a connected mod 2 H-space that satisÞes (F1), (F2) and (F3).
Assume that
B» fPX gPE
is a principal Þbration where » is an elementary abelian 2-group, f is an H-map and
H* (B»; F
2
) becomes Þnitely generated as H* (X;F
2
)-module induced by f *. „hen, E is an
H-space and g an H-map.
Proof. The argument here is the same used in [1, 9.17]. Look at the diagram
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where the columns are principal Þbrations and the top square is homotopy commutative
because f is an H-map. By 2.4 map(B»]B», E)
c
KE and then Lemma 2.1 implies the
existence of m
E
making the bottom square homotopy commutative.
A similar argument shows that this multiplication admits a two sided unit element up to
homotopy and therefore E becomes an H-space and g an H-map. K
It follows from these results that the space E of (6) is an H-space and that the Þbrations (7)
are H-Þbrations. Actually, we will restrict our detection result to one single polynomial
generator, e.g. x
1
in which case we have obtained
THEOREM 2.6. ‚et X be a connected mod 2 H-space satisfying conditions (F1), (F2) and
(F3) and let x be a polynomial generator of H* (X;F
2
). „hen, there exists a map
f : BZ/2PX
with f * (x)"u2n‘1 , u the one-dimensional generator of H* (BZ/2;F
2
) and a sequence of
H-Þbrations
BZ/2 fPX gPE hPB2Z/2 . (8)
Proof. The map f is obtained as the composition BZ/2PB»PX for a suitably chosen
inclusion Z/2L». K
3. PGBA-IDEALS OF H*(B2Z/2; F
2
)
The motivation for this section is the study of certain ideals in the mod 2 cohomology of
B2Z/2. Among these we will Þnd the possible kernels in mod 2 cohomology of the projection
map p of an H-Þbration F jPE pPB2Z/2.
DeÞnition 3.1. Let R be an A-Hopf algebra. An ideal of R is called a Primitively
Generated Borel A-ideal (PGBA-ideal for short) if it is an A-ideal generated by a regular
sequence of primitive elements.
The examples of interest to us will appear as ker p* where p is a projection as above. The
trivial ones correspond to the Þbrations *PB2Z/2PB2Z/2 where ker p*"M0N and the
universal principal bundle BZ/2P*PB2Z/2 where ker p* is the ideal of all positively
graded elements of H* (B2Z/2;F
2
). Our aim is the classiÞcation of all possible PGBA-ideals
of H* (B2Z/2;F
2
).
Recall that
H* (B2Z/2;F
2
):F
2
[ı, Sq1ı, 2, Sq*n ı, 2]
is a primitively generated polynomial algebra. Thus, the primitives are the elements
ı2s of degree 2s‘1 and (Sq*nı )2s of degree 2s (2n#1) for all s*0 and n*0. In later sections
we will need the observation that in each degree there is at most one primitive
element.
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LEMMA 3.2. For n*0 and s*0,
Sq2sSq*nı"
ì
ï
ï
í
ï
ï
î
0 s’n#1,
Sq*n‘1ı s"n#1,
0 0(s)n,
(Sq*n~1ı)2 s"0, nO0,
0 s"0, n"0.
Proof. The case s’n#1 follows by instability and the case s"n#1 is just the
recursive deÞnition of the Sq*n. For the case s"0 we have, again by instability, that
Sq1Sq*nı"Sq2n#1(Sq*n~1 ı)"(Sq*n~1ı)2 if n*1 or Sq1Sq1ı"0 for n"0.
It remains to look at the case 0(s)n. From the Adem relations applied to
Sq2sSq*nı"Sq2sSq2n(Sq*n~1ı ) we obtain that
Sq2sSq*nı"Sq2s#2n!2s~1Sq2s~1 (Sq*n~1ı)"Sq2n#2s~1Sq2s~1 (Sq*n~1ı).
Iterating this formula we obtain
Sq2sSq*nı"Sq2n#2s~1Sq2n#2s~22Sq2n#1Sq1 (Sq*n~sı)
but Sq1(Sq*n~sı)"(Sq*n~sı)2 and then Sq2n#1((Sq*n~sı)2)"0 by the Cartan formula so
Sq2sSq*nı"0 K
LEMMA 3.3. „he minimal PGBA-ideal of H* (B2Z/2;F
2
) containing (Sq*nı)2s , n*0, s*0,
is
J (n, s)"((Sq1ı)2s‘n, 2, (Sq*n~1ı)2s‘1, (Sq*nı)2s, 2, (Sq*n‘rı)2s, 2 ).
Proof. We have seen in Lemma 3.2 how the Steenrod algebra operates on Sq*nı. The
Cartan formula implies Sq2s‘r(x2r)"(Sq2sx)2r. So, Sq2n‘i‘s (Sq*n‘i~1ı)2s"(Sq*n‘i ı)2s and then we
obtain that these elements are required in any A-ideal containing (Sq*nı)2s .
On the other hand, we know Sq1Sq*nı"(Sq*n~1)2 and so
Sq2s(Sq*nı)2s"(Sq*n~1ı)2s‘1
Iterating this result we obtain
Sq2s‘i(Sq*n~iı)2s‘i"(Sq*n~i~1ı)2s‘i‘1
Then, all these elements must appear in our ideal, too. Finally one just checks that the ideal
generated by all those elements is already an A-ideal and in fact a PGBA-ideal. K
PROPOSITION 3.4. „he PGBA-ideals of H* (B2Z/2;F
2
) are either 0 or one of the following
types for n*0, s*0,
Type Is:
J"((Sq1ı)2mn, 2, (Sq*n~1ı)2m1, (Sq*nı)2s, 2, (Sq*n‘rı)2s, 2) ,
where m
0
"s, m
1
"s#1 and m
k
"m
k~1
#e, e"0, 1.
Type IIs :
J"(ı2m, (Sq1ı)2mn, 2 , (Sq*n~1ı)2m1, (Sq*nı)2s, 2 , (Sq*n‘rı)2s, 2) ,
where m
0
"s, m
1
"s#1, m
k
"m
k~1
#e, e"0, 1 and m*m
n
.
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Observe that the trivial PGBA-ideal HI * (B2Z/2; F
2
)"(ı, Sq1ı, 2) is of type II0 with
n"0, m"m
0
"0.
Proof. If the ideal J is nontrivial, it contains a primitive of H*(B2Z/2;F
2
) and therefore
one of the minimal ideals described in Lemma 3.3, but it might be bigger; that is, it might
contain generators that are roots of the generators in the minimal ideal.
Assume that J contains the minimal ideal J (n, s) and also that this is the largest J (n, s)
that it contains; that is, (Sq*n~1ı)2s NJ. Now our ideal might contain other primitive gener-
ators like (Sq*n~k) 2mk with m
k
)s#k so it would be
JO((Sq1ı)2mn, 2, (Sq*n~kı)2mk, 2 , (Sq*n~1ı)2m1, (Sq*nı)2s, 2 , (Sq*n‘rı)2s, 2) ,
with m
1
"s#1. However, since it should be an A-ideal and as we have observed
before Sq2mk‘n~k‘1((Sq*n~kı)2mk)"(Sq*n~k‘1ı)2mk and Sq2mk~1((Sq*n~k‘1ı)2mk~1 )"(Sq*n~kı)mk~1#1 for
k"1, 2, n with m0"s, it follows that the integers mk should satisfy the condition speciÞed
in the Proposition.
In case J contains a power of ı, the equality Sq2m(ı2m)"(Sq1ı)2m implies that m has to be an
integer larger than or equal to m
n
. K
Notice that those ideals are determined by a sequence of integers: m, m
n
, m
n~1
,2 , m1 , s
that determines the powers of the indecomposable primitives contained in the ideal.
We will now derive some properties of the systems of generators for the PGBA-ideals of
H* (B2Z/2;F
2
), and will deÞne some important quotients.
DeÞnition 3.5 (cf. Schwartz [24]). An unstable A-module M is said to be nilpotent of
class l or l-nilpotent if for every homogeneous element of degree m and 0)k(l
Sq2r(m!k) 2Sq2(m~k)Sqm~kx"0
for a large enough r. An unstable A-module M is nilpotent if it is 1-nilpotent and it is
reduced if it does not contain a non-trivial nilpotent submodule.
For example l-fold suspensions of unstable A-modules are l-nilpotent.
Let J be a PGBA-ideal of H*(B2Z/2;F
2
). The quotient
F
2
?H*(B2Z/2; F
2
) J:J/J)HI * (B2Z/2;F2 )
is generated as a vector space by the regular sequence that generates J as an ideal. Using the
formulae in Lemma 3.2, we observe that the module J/J )HI * (B2Z/2;F
2
) is nilpotent of class
one. It is, indeed, a suspension. However it is not always 2-nilpotent. In fact, it is nilpotent of
class two if and only if s’0. Let N
2
be the maximal 2-nilpotent submodule of
J/J )HI * (B2Z/2;F
2
) and &‚ the quotient, so we have a short exact sequence of unstable
A-modules
0PN
2
PJ/JHI * (B2Z/2;F
2
)P&‚P0, (9)
where, for s"0 and JOHI * (B2Z/2;F
2
)"(ı, Sq1ı, 2):
f N
2
"S(Sq1ı)2mn, 2 , (Sq*n~1ı)2TF
2
and
f &‚"SSq*n‘rı D r*0TF
2
is the suspension of a reduced module, ‚,
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while, in case s’0:
f N
2
"J/J )HI * (B2Z/2;F
2
) and
f &‚"0
and for J"HI * (B2Z/2;F
2
):
f N
2
"0 and
f &‚"Sı, Sq1ı, 2TF
2
:QH* (B2Z/2;F
2
).
For J of type either I0 or II0, as described in Proposition 3.4, and JOHI * (B2Z/2;F
2
), we
deÞne the sub A-module
&‚] "SSq*n‘1ı, 2, Sq*n‘sı, 2TF
2
(10)
and for J"HI *(B2Z/2;F
2
), &‚]"SSq1ı, Sq*1ı, 2TF
2
, which amounts to setting n"!1 in (10).
The corresponding quotients will be important in understanding the transgression map
(15) in Section 6.
DeÞnition 3.6. We deÞne the unstable A-modules Mf
n
"J/&‚] , where J are PGBA-
ideals of H*(B2Z/2;F
2
) of type either I0 or II0. We will write MI
n
if J was of type I0 and MII
n
if J was of type II0 with JOHI * (B2Z/2;F
2
). We will simply set M
~1
:ıF
2
if
J"HI * (B2Z/2;F
2
).
Alternatively, we can describe the unstableA-modules Mf
n
, n*0, as the subquotients of
H* (B2Z/2;F
2
) described as vector spaces by
MI
n
"SSq*nı, (Sq*n~1ı)2m1, (Sq*n~2ı)2m2, 2 , (Sq1ı)2mnTF
2
with m
0
"0, m
1
"1 and m
k
"m
k~1
#e, e"0, 1, or
MII
n
"SSq*nı, (Sq*n~1ı)2m1, (Sq*n~2ı)2m2, 2, (Sq1ı)2mn, ı2mTF
2
with m
0
"0, m
1
"1, m
k
"m
k~1
#e, e"0, 1, and m*m
n
.
In Example 1.7 are described the possible modules MI
n
for n"1, 2.
4. DIFFERENTIAL HOPF ALGEBRAS
In this section we study the structure of some di⁄erential Hopf algebras related to the
Serre spectral sequence of an H-Þbration FPEPB2Z/2.
The model for a page of our spectral sequences is a bigraded Hopf algebra E"=
s, t
Es, t,
0)s, t, which is isomorphic to a tensor product of two connected graded Hopf algebras
A and B:
Es, t:As?Bt
and equipped with a di⁄erential d of degree (n, 1!n). We will identify A with E*,0 and
B with E0,*.
Then we have the following variant of the DHA lemma (see [14]):
LEMMA 4.1. ‚et (E:A?B, d ) be a bigraded di⁄erential Hopf algebra as above, then
1. d (Bm)LPn (A)?Bm~n‘1.
2. Furthermore, if the transgression d: Bn~1PPn (A) is trivial, then d,0.
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Proof. For an element x3Bm , we can write
d(x)"+
i
a
i
b
i
3En,m~n‘1:An?Bm~n‘1
with Mb
i
N linearly independent. The diagonal applied to this element can be written in terms
of the diagonal of a
i
and b
i
:
* (d(x))"+
i
* (a
i
)*(b
i
)
"+
i
Aai?1#1?ai#+
j
a@
ij
?a@@
ijBAbi?1#1?bi#+
k
b@
ik
?b@@
ikB (11)
where deg(a@
ij
), deg(a@@
ij
) (n and deg(b@
ij
), deg(b@@
ij
)(m!n#1.
On the other hand, counting degrees, one obtains that
*(d(x))"d(*(x))3 a
p‘q/m
(En,1~n‘p?E0,q) = (E0,p?En,1~n‘j)
and this implies that many homogeneous summands in Eq. (11) must vanish. In particular
+
i, j
a@
ij
b
i
?a@@
ij
"0
in E(n,m!n#1?E(n,0, and since Mb
i
N are linearly independent,
+
j
a@
ij
?a@@
ij
"0
for all i, that is, the elements a
i
3An are primitives. This proves part (1). (2) follows like in
[14] since P (E)"P (A)#P (B). K
Next we assume that B is of Þnite type and therefore isomorphic, as algebra, to a tensor
product of monogenic Hopf algebras:
B:P[x1 , 2 , xr , 2]
(x2a1
1
, 2 , x2arr , 2)
,
where a
i
3NXMRN , and a
i
"R means that there is no relation at all and x
i
is a poly-
nomial generator. With this notation we want to obtain a precise hold of the homology
H(A?B, d ), for a non-trivial d. According to the previous lemma, the di⁄erential d is trivial
unless the transgression d: Bn~1PPn(A) is non-trivial. And this means that it has a non-
trivial value on one of the generators of B. We can assume, without loss of generality, that
d(x
1
)"a3Pn(A) is the non-trivial transgression and also that x
1
is of minimal height
among elements x with d(x)"a. Then we have
LEMMA 4.2. Assume as above that (E:A?B, d ) is a bigraded di⁄erential Hopf algebra
with B of Þnite type, thus
B:P[x1, 2 , xr, 2]
(x2a1
1
, 2, x2arr , 2)
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as algebras. Assume also that there is a non-trivial transgression d (x
1
)"a3Pn(A), with x
1
of
minimal possible height in d~1 (a) and
(i) Pn (A) is one dimensional.
(ii) a is not a zero divisor in A.
„hen, there is a new system of generators x
1
, xJ
2
, 2xJ r , 2, such that
1. for j’1, xJ
j
"x
j
#+
k
b
k
x2sk#1
1
and d (xJ
j
)"0, where each b
k
is a polynomial on the
generators x
i
, di⁄erent from x
1
and with degrees smaller than m"deg (x
j
),
2. xJ 2aJ
j
"0, so that B is equally expressed as
B:P[x1, xJ 2 , 2 , xJ r , 2]
(x2a1
1
, xJ 2a2
2
, 2 , xJ 2arr , 2)
and
3. H (E, d):P[x21, xJ 2, 2 , xJ r, 2]
(x2a1
1
, xJ 2a2
2
, 2, xJ 2arr , 2)
?
A
(a)
,
as algebras.
Proof. We need to study how the di⁄erential acts on the generators x
i
. We have
assumed that d (x
1
)"aO0. Let x
j
be the next generator of minimal degree such that
d(x
j
)O0. We shall see that we can modify x
j
and obtain a di⁄erent generator xJ
j
with trivial
di⁄erential.
By Lemma 4.1 the degree of x
j
, m, is bigger than or equal to deg (x
1
)"n!1 and
d(x
j
)3Pn (A)?Bm~n‘1LEn,m~n‘1. Actually, we can prove
CLAIM 4.3. d (x
j
)"a+
k
b
k
x2sk
1
, where each b
k
is a polynomial on the generators x
i
, di⁄erent
from x
1
and with degrees smaller than m"deg (x
j
).
Proof. According to Lemma 4.1 d (x
j
)3Pn (A)?Bm~n‘1, so it can be written as
d(x
j
)"a+
k
b
k
xsk
1
, where b
k
are polynomials on generators x
i
di⁄erent from x
1
and of degree
less than m"deg (x
j
). Then 0"d2(x
j
)"a2+
k
b
k
s
k
xsk!1
1
and b
k
has to be zero whenever s
k
is
odd. That is d (x
j
) can be written as above. K
Now, (1) is an easy computation. In order to prove the relation (2) we use the diagonal
map: *(x
j
)"x
j
?1#1?x
j
#2. We are particularly interested in the component in
E0,n~1?E0,m~n‘1 , that can be written as x
1
?y#b?y@, where b is a polynomial on
generators di⁄erent from x
1
and y, y@ are any elements in Bm~n‘1. Thus we can write:
* (x
j
)"x
j
?1#1?x
j
#x
1
?y#b?y@#terms in di⁄erent degrees.
Now we compute d(*(x
j
)) and look particularly at the component in En,0?E0,m~n‘1 :
d (*(x
j
))"d(x
j
)?1#1?d(x
j
)#a?y#terms in di⁄erent degrees.
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On the other hand,
* (d(x
j
))"*Aa +
k
b
k
x2sk
1 B"a+
k
b
k
x2sk
1
?1#1?a+
k
b
k
x2sk
1
#a?+
k
b
k
x2sk
1
#terms in di⁄erent degrees.
Hence, the equation d*(x
j
)"*d(x
j
) implies y"+
k
b
k
x2sk
1
and then
* (x
j
)"x
j
?1#1?x
j
#x
1
?+
k
b
k
x2sk
1
#b?y@#terms in di⁄erent degrees.
From this equation it follows that the relation x2aj
j
"0 implies that (+
k
b
k
x2sk
1
)2aj"0, and
therefore that xJ 2aj
j
"x
j
#(+
k
b
k
x2sk#1
1
)2aj"0 or x2aj
j
"0, but this second option gives us to
the previous one.
Finally, we prove (3). We can use inductively the result of this claim and obtain a new
system of generators x
1
, xJ
2
, 2xJ r , 2 with
B:P[x1, 2 , xr , 2]
(x2a1
1
, 2 , x2arr , 2)
:P[x1 , xJ 2, 2 , xJ r, 2]
(x2a1
1
, xJ 2a2
2
, 2 , xJ 2arr , 2)
as algebras, and such that d(x
1
)"a and d(xJ
i
)"0 for all i’1. Hence, we can split E as
di⁄erential algebra
E:A
P[x
1
]
(x2a1
1
)
?AB?
P[xJ
2
, 2, xJ r, 2]
(xJ 2a2
2
, 2, xJ 2arr , 2)
where the di⁄erential on the right term is trivial. The homology of the left term is easily
computed using that d (x
1
)"a is not a zero divisor and then the lemma follows. K
5. SERRE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR H-FIBRATIONS OVER B2Z/2
We are interested in the behaviour of the Serre spectral sequence of an H-Þbration
FPEPB2Z/2:
E*,*
2
:H* (B2Z/2;F
2
)?H* (F;F
2
)NH* (E; F
2
) (12)
PROPOSITION 5.1. ‚et FPEPB2Z/2 be an H-Þbration, where H*(F;F
2
) is of Þnite type.
„hen each stage of the corresponding Serre spectral sequence is a bigraded di⁄erential Hopf
algebra of the form:
E
n
:A
n
?B
n
, A
n
"H*(B2Z/2;F2 )
(h
1
, 2 , hr )
, (13)
where h
1
, 2 , hr is a regular sequence of primitive elements of H* (B2Z/2;F2) and Bn is
a subHopf algebra of H* (F;F
2
).
Moreover, the elements h
i
are the targets of the transgression homomorphisms of the
previous stages of the spectral sequence.
Proof. We will prove by induction on n that each term E
n
of the spectral sequence has
the form (13) and the elements h
i
are targets of previous transgressions.
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For n"2, the E
2
term of the spectral sequence is as described in (12) and it clearly
satisÞes the above conditions. See Section 3 for a description of H* (B2Z/2;F
2
).
Assume by induction that this is true for E
n~1
. If d
n~1
is trivial E
n
:E
n~1
and there is
nothing to prove. Thus, we suppose that d
n~1
is non-trivial. According to Lemma 4.1 there
should be a non-trivial transgression whose target is a primitive element of A
n~1
in degree
n!1.
Recall that the primitive elements of H* (B2Z/2;F
2
):F
2
[ı, Sq1ı, 2Sq*nı, 2] are of the
form h
i
"(Sq*mi ı)2si, hence by the induction hypothesis A
n~1
is written as
A
n~1
:H* (B2Z/2;F2)
(h
1
, 2 , hr~1)
: F2[ı, Sq1ı, 2Sq
*
nı, 2]
((Sq*m1 ı)2s1, 2 , (Sq*mr~1ı)2sr~1 )
where the primitives h
i
"(Sq*mi ı)2si have degrees 2 si (2mi#1)(n!1 because they appear as
images of previous transgressions. It follows that the remaining primitives in A
n~1
in
degrees greater than or equal to n!1 are the classes of (Sq*m ı)2s, with degree
2s(2m#1)*n!1 and mOm
i
for 1)i)r!1. Such elements are still nonzero divisors in
A
n
and there is at most one in each degree.
Hence the transgression in E
n~1
should hit one of those primitives and we can apply
Lemma 4.2(3) in order to compute E
n
and check that it has the form (13). This Þnishes the
induction step and then the proof of the proposition. K
PROPOSITION 5.2. ‚et FPEPB2Z/2 be an H-Þbration, with H* (F; F
2
) of Þnite type.
„hus we can write
H* (F; F
2
):P [x1 , 2 , xr , 2]
(x2a1
1
, 2 , x2arr , 2)
. (14)
where the generators are ordered by degree and by height in case of coincidence of degree.
„hen, there exists a system of transgressive generators for H* (F;F
2
), xJ
1
, 2 , xJ r , 2 such that
1. for each i, xJ
i
"x
i
#p
i
where p
i
"p
i
(x
1
, 2 , xi~1) is a polynomial on the previous
generators,
2. xJ
i
has the same height as x
i
, so that
H* (F;F
2
):P[xJ 1, 2, xJ r , 2]
(xJ 2a1
1
, 2 , xJ 2arr , 2)
.
3. In each degree, there is at most one monomial on the xJ
i
Õs with non-trivial transgression.
4. If y3H* (F;F
2
) is a monomial on the xJ
i
Õs with non-trivial transgression, then there
exists i and k*0 such that y"(xJ
i
)2k .
5. If, for a given i, xJ
i
is a nilpotent generator, then xJ 2k
i
has trivial transgression for all k*1.
Proof. We proceed by induction. For this, we assume that we have a system of ordered
generators x
1
, 2 , xr, 2 such that x1 , 2 , xq~1 are transgressive and satisfy (1)—(3). Then
we Þrst prove:
CLAIM 5.3. (4) and (5) applies to the generators x
1
, 2, xq~1 .
Proof. Pick a monomial y"xm12k1
1
2xmq~12kq~1
q~1
, with m
1
, 2 , mq~1 odd integers. A di⁄er-
ential of y is computed in terms of that of x2k1
1
, 2x2kq~1q~1 . Not all these elements can
transgress trivially for if they did, y would transgress trivially as well. Assume that x2ki
i
is an
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element of minimal degree in the decomposition of y that transgresses non-trivially. Then,
this same di⁄erential kills y and then y would not be transgressive unless it is exactly x2ki
i
.
This proves that (4) applies to the generators x
1
, 2, xq~1 .
Now, we look at (5). In case x
i
is nilpotent, it must restrict to zero along the induced map
BZ/2PF and therefore its transgression is a decomposable primitive, or just trivial. Since
x2
i
"Sqdeg(xi )x
i
, x
i
is transgressive, too. If the transgression of x
i
is zero, then so is that of x2
i
.
Suppose that x
i
transgresses to (Sq*mı)2s, with s*1. In this case the degree of x
i
has to be
odd, and then x2
i
transgresses to Sqdeg (xi) ((Sq*m ı)2s)"0, by the Cartan formula. Hence, in any
case x2
i
transgresses to zero; that is, it is a permanent cycle in the spectral sequence, so the
same is true for x2k
i
, k*1. K
Now we show the induction step. Let x
q
be the next generator (which might be the Þrst
one!). The generators x
1
, 2 , xq~1 , xq may fail to satisfy the same conditions for two
di⁄erent reasons:
f x
q
is not transgressive, or
f there is a monomial y on the previous generators such that both y and x
q
have
non-trivial transgression.
Suppose that x
q
is not transgressive, that is, there is n with n)deg(x
q
) and d
n
(x
q
)O0.
Since d
n
is nontrivial, by Lemma 4.1, there is a transgressive element y with d
n
(y)O0.
y is, by degree reasons, a polynomial on the generators x
1
, 2, xq~1 . According to Lemma
4.2, we can modify x
q
to x@
q
"x
q
#+ b
k
y2sk#1 with d
n
(x@
q
)"0 and b
k
polynomials on the
generators x
1
, 2 , xq~1 , so the whole +bky
2s
k
#1 is a polynomial on the generators
x
1
, 2, xq~1 . Now, we check the next di⁄erential and modify x@q again if it is necessary and
so on until we have obtained xJ
q
"x
q
#p
q
(x
1
, 2, xq~1) which is transgressive.
Suppose, next, that x
q
has non-trivial transgression but there is another monomial, y, on
the previous generators, x
1
, 2 , xq~1 . According to the claim, y is either one of the
generators or a power of a polynomial generator.
If y is just one of the previous generators its height would be smaller than or equal to the
height of x
q
by our assumptions about the arrangement of the generators. Then, Lemma 4.2
applies again. Actually, we just choose xJ
q
"x
q
#y as the new generator that substitutes x
q
,
having the same height and trivial transgression.
In case y is a power of a polynomial generator: y"x2k
i
, the transgression of both,
y and x
q
, being non-trivial, should be an odd dimensional primitive; that is, an
indecomposable primitive. But this means that x
q
restricts non-trivially along the induced
map BZ/2PF and therefore that x
q
has inÞnite height. So again we just choose xJ
q
"x
q
#y
as the new generator instead of x
q
, this having inÞnite height as well but trivial trans-
gression.
We have Þnally obtained, in any case, a new generator xJ
q
"x
q
#p
q
(x
1
, 2 , xq~1) with
the same height as x
q
and such that x
1
, 2, xq~1, xJ q are transgressive and satisfy (1)—(3), and
also (4) and (5) by the claim. We have therefore Þnished with the induction step and proved
the Proposition.
The above proposition suggests the following deÞnition
DeÞnition 5.4. Let FPEPB2Z/2 be an H-Þbration with H* (F; F
2
) of Þnite type.
A system of algebra generators for H* (F;F
2
), x
1
, 2xr, 2 , is a good system of transgressive
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generators if
1. H* (F;F
2
):P[x
1
, 2 , xr, 2]/(x
2a1
1
, 2 , x2arr , 2) .
2. Each x
i
is transgressive.
3. In each degree, there is at most one monomial on the generators x
i
with non-trivial
transgression.
Proposition 5.2, thus, proves the existence of good systems of trangressive generators
and also, according to the claim, that any good system of transgressive generators satisÞes
conditions (4) and (5) of Proposition 5.2.
Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 determine the behaviour of the Serre spectral sequence of an
H-Þbration F jP E pPB2Z/2 where H* (F;F
2
) is of Þnite type. Each stage of such a spectral
sequence is a bigraded di⁄erential Hopf algebra E
n
:A
n
?B
n
of the sort considered in
Section 4. Hence the di⁄erentials are always determined by transgression.
It should Þnally converge to
E
=
:A
=
?B
=
where
A
=
: lim&"n An:
H* (B2Z/2;F
2
)
(h
1
, h
2
, 2 , hr , 2)
with h
1
, h
2
, 2, hr, 2 a regular sequence of primitives and
B
=
"Y
n
B
n
LH* (F;F
2
)
is a sub Hopf algebra of B
2
"H*(F; F
2
) that can be described using a good system of
transgressive generators for H* (F; F
2
): x
1
, 2 , xr, 2 .
What remains is to describe the link between those generators of H* (F;F
2
) and the
regular sequence h
1
, 2 , hr, 2 of H*(B2Z/2;F2 ). This link should clearly be the transgress-
ion homomorphism and here is where Steenrod operations come into the picture. In fact it
is well known that the transgression homomorphism commutes with primary operations.
In terms of our good system of transgressive generators any transgressive element with
non-trivial transgression is either x
i
for some i or x2s
i
"Sq2s~1 Dxi D2Sq2 Dxi DSqDxi Dxi , for some
s*1. Hence we can choose as source of the transgression homomorphism, without loss of
information, the subA-module of H*(F;F
2
) generated by x
1
, x
2
, 2 , xr , 2 asA-module:
Sx
1
, x
2
, 2, xr , 2TA .
Notice that A
=
should coincide with the image of p* and the kernel is
ker p*"(h
1
, h
2
, 2, hr, 2), a PGBA-ideal of H*(B2Z/2;F2). So this ideal can be chosen as
target of the transgression. But there is an indeterminacy given by possible multiples of
elements hit by previous di⁄erentials. That indeterminacy is therefore contained in
kerp* )HI * (B2Z/2;F
2
) and then the transgression is determined by a well-deÞned morphism
of unstable A-modules
q: &SxJ
1
, xJ
2
, 2, xJ rTA:ker p*/ker p* )HI * (B2Z/2;F2) (15)
where we have written the suspension of SxJ
1
, xJ
2
, 2 , xJ rTA as source in order to make
q a degree zero homomorphism.
Moreover, q is an epimorphism because kerp*/ker p* )HI * (B2Z/2;F
2
) is a vector space
generated by the classes of h
1
, h
2
, 2 , hr , 2 , which are obtained precisely as targets of the
transgression homomorphism according to Proposition 5.1.
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6. TRANSGRESSION IN THE SERRE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR H-FIBRATIONS OVER B2Z/2
In this section we further study the transgression map in the Serre spectral sequence of
an H-Þbration
F jPE pPB2Z/2
in the case in which F satisÞes the Þniteness conditions (F1), (F2) and (F3).
Assume that x
1
, 2 , xr , y1 , 2 , ys , 2 is a good system of transgressive generators for
H* (F; F
2
), where we distinguish between polynomial generators x
i
and nilpotent generators
y
i
. Thus we write
H* (F;F
2
):P[x
1
, 2, xr]?
P[y
1
, 2, ys, 2]
(y2a1
1
, 2 , y2ass , 2)
with 0(a
i
(R for each i"1, 2, s. The suspension of the nil-localization of H* (F; F2)
(see Theorem 2.2) provides a sequence:
0P&ker kP&Sx
1
, 2, xr , y1, 2 , ys , 2TA
&kP &Sx
1
, 2 ,xrTAP0
where Sx
1
, 2, xrTALP[x1 , 2 , xr] is reduced and kerkL (y1 , 2, ys , 2) is nilpotent,
hence &kerk is nilpotent of class two.
On the other hand, the PGBA-ideal I"ker p* can also be decomposed, according to
the sequence (9), as a maximal sub A-module, K, which is nilpotent of class 2 and the
quotient &‚, the suspension of a reduced A-module,
Then we obtain a corresponding decomposition of the transgression map q (15):
(16)
where q@ should also be seen as the restriction of q to the polynomial generators, since those
appear in degrees a power of two (see Theorem 2.2) and then by degree reasons can only
map by q to elements of &‚. This proves in turn that qD&ker k in the diagram is an
epimorphism.
LEMMA 6.1. ‚et F jPE pPB2Z/2 be an H-Þbration where H* (F; F
2
) satisÞes conditions
(F1), (F2) and (F3). „hen either the H-Þbration is trivial or the PGBA-ideal I"ker p* is of
type I0 or II0.
Proof. According to Proposition 3.4 the PGBA-ideals of H* (B2Z/2;F
2
) are either 0 or
of type Is or IIs. Assume that I"ker p* is a PGBA-ideal with s’0 or it is just 0. In that
cases &‚"0 in the diagram (16) and all of the polynomial generators of H* (F; F
2
)
transgress trivially and in turn they map trivially along BZ/2 fPF. Hence this map is trivial
in cohomology and therefore null-homotopic [15].
We will now apply ZabrodskyÕs lemma (see Lemma 2.3) to the principal Þbration
BZ/2 f
K*&"F gPE in order to extend the identity of F to a section of the Þbration s:
EPF.This turns out to be an H-map. In fact, look now at the Þbration BZ/2]BZ/2P
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F]FPE]E. The multiplication of F, m : F]FPF extends to E]E in two di⁄erent ways,
namely, E]E
s]sPF]F mPF and, since g : FPE is an H-map, also as E]E mP
E sPF. Applying again ZabrodskyÕs lemma, these two factorizations should be homotopic,
hence the section s: EPF is an H-map.
We have obtained a diagram of H-Þbrations and H-maps
that commutes up to homotopy. Thus EKF]B2Z/2 and our original Þbration is
trivial. K
It will be useful to distinguish the non-trivial H-Þbrations F jPE pPB2Z/2 according
to the type of the ideal ker p*.
DeÞnition 6.2. A non-trivial H-Þbration F jPE pPB2Z/2, where H* (F;F
2
) satisÞes
conditions (F1), (F2) and (F3) is of type I if the PGBA-ideal ker p* is of type I0 and it is of
type II if ker p* is of type II0.
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let F jPE pPB2Z/2 be a non-trivial H-Þbration with H* (F; F
2
)
satisfying the conditions (F1), (F2) and (F3). „he transgression is determined by the induced
epimorphism of unstable A-modules
qJ : &QH* (F;F
2
){Mf
n
for some n*!1 where Mf
n
"MI
n
if the Þbration is of type I and Mf
n
"MII
n
or M
~1
if the
Þbration is of type II. It satisÞes qJ (x
i
)"Sq*nı, for x
i
a polynomial generator of minimal
dimension of H* (F;F
2
) that maps non-trivially along BZ/2PF for n*0 or qJ (x
i
)"ı3M
~1
if n"!1.
See DeÞnition 3.6 for the deÞnition of the unstableA-modules Mf
n
. Notice also, that by
abuse of language we denote equally by x
i
the element of &QH* (F;F
2
) represented by the
generator x
i
3H* (F; F
2
).
Proof of Proposition 6.3. Look at the decomposition of the transgression map q (15),
given in diagram (16). There should be a polynomial generator that transgresses to the least
dimensional element in &‚. And it has to be one in least possible dimension that restricts
non-trivially to H*(BZ/2;F
2
) along BZ/2PF. Thus, it appears in dimension one and
qJ (x
i
)"ı or deg x
i
"2n‘1 , n*0, and qJ (x
i
)"Sq*nı. It follows that the decomposables
contained in Sx
1
, 2, xrTA map into &‚] LI/I)H* (B2Z/2;F2).
Now, look at the elements in ker&k. According to Propositions 5.2 (4) and (5), among
those elements, only the generators y
1
, 2 , ys can have non trivial transgressions. Hence, all
the decomposables contained in ker&k map to zero in I/I )H* (B2Z/2;F
2
). We have
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obtained that in the composition
&Sx
1
, 2 , xr , y1 , 2, ysTA{I/I )H* (B2Z/2;F2):M
f
n
all the decomposable elements remain in the kernel. Hence this factors as
&QH* (F;F
2
)
qJ
{ Mf
n
and this Þnishes the proof. K
7. OUTCOME OF THE SERRE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR H-FIBRATIONS OVER B2Z/2
So far, we have obtained the structure of the E
=
term of the Serre spectral sequence of
an H-Þbration F gPE hPB2Z/2:
E
=
:A
=
?B
=
where
A
=
"H* (B2Z/2;F2)
I
,
with I a PGBA-ideal of H* (B2Z/2;F
2
) and B
=
is a sub-A-Hopf algebra of H* (F;F
2
). It
follows that g* and h* factor as edge homomorphisms inducing Im h*:A
=
and
Img*:B
=
.
We thus have an associated graded ring to H* (E; F
2
). In this section we study the
extension problems in order to get information about H* (E;F
2
) itself.
Using the Þltration degree of the elements of H* (E;F
2
) an additive isomorphism is
deÞned
n: H* (E;F
2
)PE
=
and that Þts in the diagram
The map n is not in general an algebra map. It is true however that given elements
x, y3H* (E;F
2
) such that n (x)n (y)O0 in E
=
, we have n (xy)"n (x)n(y).
LEMMA 7.1. If a
1
, 2, am , 2 is a system of algebra generators for Im h*:A= and
b
1
,2 , bn ,2 for Im g*:B= , then a1,2, am, 2, b@1, 2 , b@n,2 is a system of algebra
generators for H* (E; F
2
), where b@
i
is any element for which g* (b@
i
)"b
i
.
Moreover, the sequence
1PIm h*PH* (E;F
2
)PIm g*P1
is an exact sequence of Hopf algebras in the sense that Im g*:H* (E;F
2
)//Im h* .
Proof. Since we have E
=
:A
=
?B
=
for any two elements x3Im h* and y3H* (E; F
2
)
with g* (y)O03Im g* we have n (x)"x?1 and n (y)"1?g* (y)#decomposables, so
that 0On(x)n (y)"n (xy).
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Consequently, we can obtain a system of algebra generators for H* (E; F
2
) from a system
of algebra generators for Im h* and one for Im g*, as indicated in the lemma.
Also n maps the ideal (Im h*‘) of H* (E;F
2
) onto the ideal (A‘
=
) of E
=
, and then
H* (E; F
2
)//Im h*:Im g*. K
LEMMA 7.2. ‚et A, B and C be connected graded algebras and let APBPC:B//A be
an exact sequence of algebras. ‚et AM , BM and CM denote the respective quotients by the ideals of
the nilpotent elements. „hen AM ¯BM is an injection while BM //AM :CM is an epimorphism with
nilpotent kernel.
Proof. Straightforward. K
LEMMA 7.3. Assume that A"P
A
?N
A
, B"P
B
?N
B
, C"P
C
?N
C
are connected alge-
bras and we have a diagram
„hen, there is a diagram
N
A
gJPN
B
hKPN
C
where
f N
B
//gN (N
A
):N
C
and
f ker gN consists of the elements of N
A
represented in the ideal (P‘
B
) of B.
Proof. Straightforward. K
7.1. Fibrations of Type I.
Let us now specialize to H-Þbrations
F gPE hPB2Z/2
where F satisÞes conditions (F1)—(F3), which are of type I. So there is a good system of
transgressive generators with
H* (F;F
2
):P[x
1
, 2 , xr]?
P[y
1
, 2 , ys , 2]
(y2a1
1
, 2 , y2ass , 2)
and transgression
q: &QH* (F;F
2
):MI
n
:SSq*nı, (Sq*n~1ı)2m2 , (Sq*n~2 ı)2m1, 2 , (Sq1ı)2mnTF
2
We may suppose that
qJ (x
1
)"Sq*n ı, qJ (y
1
)"(Sq*n~1ı)2m1 , 2, qJ (yn)"(Sq1ı)
2mn
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and qJ trivial elsewhere. These formulae determine the transgression hence the spectral
sequence. That is, using inductively the computation of Lemma 4.2(3) we get that the
E
=
term of the Serre spectral sequence for the Þbration is E
=
:A
=
?B
=
with
A
=
:P [ı]?N@, N@: P [Sq1ı, 2, Sq
*
n~1ı]
((Sq1ı)2mn , 2 , (Sq*n~1ı)2m1)
and
B
=
:P [x
2
, 2 , xr]?N@@, N@@:
P[y2
1
, 2 , y2n , yn‘1, 2 , ys , 2]
(y2a1
1
, 2, y2ass , 2)
With this notation we obtain
PROPOSITION 7.4. For a Þbration of type I as above, and provided F is 1-connected
1. H* (E; F
2
):P[x@
1
, x@
2
, 2, x@r]?N where x@1"h* (ı) and g* (x@i)"xi if i*2.
2. N is a nilpotent Hopf algebra of Þnite type that Þts in an exact sequence of Hopf
algebras
1PN@
h*
PN
g*
PN@@P1 .
Proof. By Lemma 7.1 H* (E;F
2
) has in each dimension at most a Þnite number of
generators so it is of Þnite type and there is an isomorphism of algebras
H*(E;F
2
):P?N
where P is a polynomial algebra and N is a nilpotent Hopf algebra of Þnite type.
It also follows from Lemma 7.1 that there is an exact sequence of Hopf algebras
1PIm h*PH* (E; F
2
)PIm g*P1 .
By Lemma 7.2 there is an injection
P[ı])P .
As E is 1-connected we can choose generators for P, z
1
, z
2
, z
3
, 2 in such a way that ı>z.
Hence P//P[ı]:P[z
2
, z
3
, 2] contains no nilpotent elements and therefore Lemma 7.2
implies
P[z
2
, z
3
, 2]:P//P[ı]:P[x2, 2, xr] .
This means that we can choose x@
1
"h* (ı), x@
2
, 2, x@r with g* (x@i)"xi for i*2, and an
isomorphism of algebras
H* (E;F
2
):P[x@
1
, x@
2
, 2, x@r]?N .
In order to prove (2) we Þrst observe that N@W(x@
1
, 2, x@r)"0. In fact, assume that
n3N@)H* (E;F
2
) can be written as n"+
i
k
i
x@
i
in H* (E;F
2
). Observe that we could have
chosen x@
1
, 2 , x@r in such a way that they are represented in E= by the regular sequence
ı?1, 1?x
2
, 2 , 1?xr so each n (ki)n (xi@)O0 as soon as kiO0, and then
n(n)"+
i
n(k
i
)n (x@
i
)3(ı?1, 1?x
2
, 2, 1?xr ). But this ideal of E= does not contain
n(n)"n?1 unless n"0. Hence by Lemma 7.3 N@ injects in N and N//N@:N@@. K
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Remark 7.5. A counterexample to this proposition in the case where F is not 1-
connected is the H-Þbration
BZ/4PBZ/2PB2Z/2 .
Remark 7.6. Notice that in the case of Þbrations of type I with n"0; that is,
F gPE hPB2Z/2
with
H* (F;F
2
):P[x
1
, 2 , xr]?
P[y
1
, 2 , ys , 2]
(y2a1
1
, 2, y2ass , 2)
where x
1
, 2 , xr , y1, 2, ys, 2 is a good system of transgressive generators and
qJ : &QH* (F;F
2
)PM
0
"SSq1ıTF
2
,
the result of Proposition 7.4 has no extension problems and, if we assume that just
x
1
transgresses to Sq1ı, we have
H* (E;F
2
):P [x@
1
, 2 , x@r]?
P[y@
1
, 2, y@s, 2]
(y@2a1
1
, 2, y@2ass , 2)
with h* (ı)"x@
1
, g* (x@
i
)"x
i
for i"2, 2 , r and g*(y@i )"yi, for i"1, 2, s, 2 Æ
7.2. Fibrations of type II
We consider now Þbrations of type II with 1-connected Þbre; that is, H-Þbrations
F gPE hPB2 Z/2
with
1. H* (F;F
2
):P[x
1
, 2 , xr]?P[y1, 2, ys , 2]/(y
2a1
1
, 2 , y2ass , 2) , where x1 , 2 , xr,
y
1
, 2, ys, 2 is a good system of transgressive generators and
2. the transgression is determined by qJ : &QH* (F;F
2
):MII
n
, n*0.
Now MII
n
:SSq*nı, (Sq*n~1ı)2m1, (Sq*n~2ı)2m2, 2 , (Sq1ı)2mn, ı2mTF
2
and we may assume
that
qJ (x
1
)"Sq*nı, qJ (y
1
)"(Sq*n~1ı)2m1
1
, 2 , qJ (yn )"(Sq1ı)
2mn, qJ (y
n‘1
)"ı2m ,
and qJ trivial elsewhere. So, with the same arguments as above we obtain
E
=
:A
=
?B
=
with
A
=
:N@, N@: P[ı, Sq
1ı, 2 , Sq*n~1ı]
(ı2m, (Sq1ı)2mn, 2, (Sq*n~1ı)2m1 )
,
B
=
:P[x
2
, 2, xr]?N@@, N@@:
P[y2
1
, 2, y2n‘1, yn‘2, 2, ys, 2]
(y2a1
1
, 2, y2ass , 2)
and
PROPOSITION 7.7. For a Þbration of type II with 1-connected Þbre as above
1. H*(E;F
2
):P[x@
2
, 2 , x@r]?N where g* (x@i)"xi if i*2.
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2. N is a nilpotent Hopf algebra of Þnite type that Þts in an exact sequence of Hopf
algebras
1PN@
h*
PN
g*
PN@@P1 .
Proof. Like that of Proposition 7.4. K
8. THE ITERATION
Let X be a 1-connected mod 2 H-space that satisÞes conditions (F1)—(F3).
It follows from Section 2 that we can choose a polynomial generator of H*(X;F
2
), detect
it by an H-map BZ/2PX and form the sequence of H-Þbrations
BZ/2PXPEPB2Z/2 .
Sections 5—7 are concerned with the computation of H* (E; F
2
). Now, we will iterate this
construction with E and the subsequent quotients and will obtain the proofs of Theorems
1.1 and 1.6.
Given a polynomial generator x of H* (X; F
2
), where X is a mod 2 H-space satisfying
conditions (F1), (F2) and (F3), according to Theorem 2.6 we can construct an H-map f :
BZ/2PX such that x restricts non-trivially to H* (BZ/2;F
2
) and by construction we can
complete x to a system of generators where any other generator restricts trivially to
H* (BZ/2;F
2
). Moreover, this map Þts in a sequence of H-Þbrations
BZ/2 fPX gPE hP B2Z/2 .
According to Proposition 5.2 our system of generators can be modiÞed to a good system
of transgressive generators. Actually, we can keep x itself in the new system. For this, we
should have a look at the proof of Proposition 5.2. Since x is already known to be
transgressive and any other polynomial generator of degree less than the degree of
x transgresses trivially, the only reason for changing x would be to have a nilpotent
generator y in the same degree which transgresses non-trivially as well, but this is impossible
by diagram (16).
The results of Section 7 show that, essentially, we substitute the old polynomial gener-
ator, x, by a new generator in dimension 2, x@, which is either polynomial if the Þbration
XPEPB2Z/2 was of type I or nilpotent if it was of type II.
Notice that E is again a 1-connected mod 2 H-space that satisÞes conditions (F1) and
(F2) and it also satisÞes condition (F3), by Lemma 2.4 and [10, Theorem 3.2].
So, therefore, we can repeat the operation with E
1
"E and the subsequent quotients
E
k
using each time the new polynomial generator x(k) of degree two and, of course, we stop
if, eventually, our polynomial generator degenerates to a 2-dimensional nilpotent generator.
Thus we obtain a sequence (either Þnite or inÞnite)
X"E
0
PE
1
P2PE
k
PE
k‘1
P2 (17)
of principal Þbrations
BZ/2PE
k
PE
k‘1
PB2Z/2
where BZ/2PE
k
detects x(k) while E
k‘1
PB2Z/2 classiÞes x(k‘1).
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PROPOSITION 8.1. (i) „he compositions in (17) are principal H-Þbrations
BZ/2k
f
kPX
g
kPE
k
h
kPB2Z/2k
(ii) „he evaluation map map(BZ/2k, X)f
k
KX is a homotopy equivalence and E
k
coincides
with the Borel construction
E
k
Kmap(BZ/2k , X)f
k
]BZ/2kEBZ/2k
Proof. (i) For k"1 this sequence is just the construction of the Þrst step of the sequence
17. For k’1, assume by induction that we have H-Þbrations
BZ/2jPXPE
j
PB2Z/2j
for j)k, where the fundamental class of H* (B2Z/2;F
2
) restricts to x(j)3H* (E
j
; F
2
)
which class is therefore the mod 2 reduction of the class in H* (E
j
; Z/2j ) classiÞed by
E
j
PB2Z/2j.
In case the Þbration E
k~1
PE
k
PB2Z/2 was of type II we would have Þnished the
iteration and therefore the proof of (i). Thus, we assume that this is still a Þbration of
type I and then there is a next step BZ/2PE
k
PE
k‘1
PB2Z/2 and we can form the
pull-back diagram of H-spaces
Then FKK(A, 1) where A is a group that Þts in an extension classiÞed by the composition
BZ/2PE
k
PB2Z/2k . We need to check the e⁄ect of this composition in cohomology. Since
the fundamental class of H* (B2Z/2k; F
2
) restricts to x(k)3H*(E
k
; F
2
) which is in turn
detected by BZ/2PE
k
the composition BZ/2PE
k
PB2Z/2k is non-trivial and therefore
A:Z/2k‘1.
Both, X and E
k‘1
are 1-connected, so we have an exact sequence
0Pn
2
(X)Pn
2
(E
k‘1
)PZ/2k‘1P0 .
And by the Hurewicz theorem the second homomorphism represents a cohomology class
classiÞed by a map E
k‘1
PB2Z/2k‘1 which is an H-map and Þts in the sequence of
H-Þbrations
BZ/2k‘1PXPE
k‘1
PB2Z/2k‘1 .
This Þnishes the induction and therefore the proof of (i).
(ii) Since X is a connected H-space, all the components in map(BZ/2k, X) are homotopy
equivalent. So, in order to prove that the evaluation map map(BZ/2k, X)f
k
PX is
a homotopy equivalence it suƒces to show the same statement for the component of the
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constant map. And this follows by induction. We know the case k"1 from Lemma 2.3. And
then we apply ZabrodskyÕs lemma to the principal Þbration BZ/2PBZ/2k‘1PBZ/2k .
Since map(BZ/2, X)
c
KX, it follows that map(BZ/2k, X)
c
Kmap(BZ/2k‘1, X)
c
and by the
induction hypothesis map(BZ/2k‘1, X)
c
KX.
Notice that the same is true for E
k
. So, in the diagram
the dashed arrow can be obtained applying again ZabrodskyÕs lemma. And this is the
required homotopy equivalence map(BZ/2k, X)f
k
]BZ/2kEBZ/2kKEk . K
Assume now that the sequence (17) is inÞnite; that is, all the Þbrations
E
k
PE
k‘1
PB2Z/2 are of type I. In this case we deÞne
E
=
"hocolim
k
E
k
Let us Þrst study the cohomology of E
=
. Suppose that
H* (X;F
2
):P[x
1
, 2 , xr]?
P[y
1
, 2, ys , 2]
(y2a1
1
, 2 , y2ass , 2)
for a good system of transgressive generators and x
1
is the class detected by BZ/2PX.
According to Proposition 7.4
H* (E
1
; F
2
):P [x@
1
, x@
2
, 2 , x@r]?N
where
P [Sq1ı, 2, Sq*n~1ı]
((Sq1ı)2mn, 2, (Sq*n~1ı)2m1)
¯N:
P (y2
1
, 2, y2n , yn‘1 , 2, ys , 2]
(y2a1
1
, 2 , y2ass , 2)
In the following steps we just detect the two-dimensional class x@
1
and produce a new x@@
1
and
so on. Hence according to Remark 7.6
H* (E
k
; F
2
):P[x(k)
1
, x(k)
2
, 2, x(k)r ]?N
each map g: E
k
PE
k‘1
maps x(k)
1
to zero and the other generators to the same indexed ones
up to a polynomial in the previous generators, thus inducing an isomorphism
H* (E
k
;F
2
)/(x(k)
1
)
:
QH* (E
k‘1
; F
2
)/(x(k‘1)
1
) .
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So, using the Milnor exact sequence to compute the cohomology of a telescope we obtain
H* (E
=
; F
2
): lim$& kH* (Ek ;F2):P[xJ 2 , 2, xJ r]?N .
Observe that the polynomial class x
1
, Þnally disappears and instead we keep, in particular,
a three-dimensional class in N that appeared after the Þrst step, restricted from
Sq1ı3H* (B2Z/2;F
2
). This is the one that we can classify in order to recover the original X.
Let us make this statement precise.
The sequences of Proposition 8.1 (i) combine in a direct system
Hence we obtain Þbrations:
BZ/2=
f
=PX g=PE
=
h
=PB2Z/2=
and the mod 2 completion,
BS] 1
2
fKPX gLPE]
=
hKPB2S] 1
2
.
It remains to show that E
=
, E]
=
are H-spaces.
LEMMA 8.2. For A"Z/2= or S] 1
2
,
(i) the evaluation map induces
map(BA, X)
f
Kmap(BA, X)
c
KX
for any f : BAPX.
(ii) Also induced by evaluation:
map(BZ/2, E
=
)
c
KE
=
map(BZ/2=, E
=
)
c
KE
=
map(BS] 1
2
, E]
=
)
c
KE]
=
.
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Proof. We know from Proposition 8.1(ii) and because X is an H-space, that
map(BZ/2k, X)f
k
Kmap(BZ/2k, X)
c
KX
Now map(BZ/2=, X)Kholim
k
map(BZ/2k, X) and since lim1
k
n
1
map(BZ/2k, X):
lim$&1kn1X"0 from [5, XI,7.4] it follows that
n
0
(holim
k
map(BZ/2k, X)): lim$&0kn0 (map(BZ/2k, X))
and then
map(BZ/2=, X)
c
Kholim
k
map(BZ/2k, X)
c
Kholim
k
X
KX .
Finally, since X is 2-complete we also have
map(BS] 1
2
, X)
c
Kmap(BZ/2=, X)
c
KX
(ii) is a consequence of the diagrams of principal Þbrations like
where the Þbre of map(BZ/2=, X)
c
Pmap(BZ/2=, E
=
)
c
consists of those components of
map(BZ/2= , BZ/2=) containing maps u: BZ/2=PBZ/2= such that f
= ¡
u is homotopy to
a constant map. But this is detectable by cohomology with 2-adic coeƒcients and the only
possibility is uKconstant.
It then follows that ev: map(BZ/2=, E
=
)
c
PE
=
is a homotopy equivalence. The other
statements are proved in the same way. K
PROPOSITION 8.3. „he spaces E
=
, E]
=
are H-spaces and the Þbrations
BZ/2=
f
=PX g=PE
=
h=PB2Z/2=
and
BS] 1
2
fKPX gLPE]
=
hLPB2S] 1
2
are H-Þbrations.
Proof. We explain two di⁄erent proofs.
First, observe that for a direct system indexed by N we have that
hocolim
k
E
k
]hocolim
k
E
k
Qhocolim
k
E
k
]E
k
is a homotopy equivalence and then the multiplications k
k
: E
k
]E
k
PE
k
induce a multipli-
cation
k
=
: E
=
]E
=
PE
=
.
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It is not clear however that k
=
has a homotopy neutral element. We can clearly guess what
the neutral element should be but then we need to show that the composition
E
=
j
1PE
=
]E
=
k
xPE
=
is homotopic to the identity. We know that the restriction to each i
k
: E
k
) E
=
is
homotopic to the identity. So the obstructions for k
= ¡
j
i
to be homotopic to the identity
lie in
lim$&iknimap(Ek , E=)ik , i*1.
ZabrodskyÕs lemma applied to the principal Þbration BZ/2PE
k
PE
k‘1
together
with the fact that map (BZ/2, E
=
)
c
KE
=
(see Lemma 8.2 (ii)) implies that
map(E
k‘1
, E
=
)i
k‘1
Kmap(E
k
, E
=
)i
k
so that n
i
map(E
k
, E
=
)i
k
are constant functors and the
higher limit functors vanish.
We have therefore proved that k
=
: E
=
]E
=
PE
=
has a homotopy neutral element and
then E
=
becomes an H-space. We can easily see that f
=
, g
=
, h
=
are H-maps.
A di⁄erent point of view consists in adapting the argument of Proposition 2.5 using be
results of Lemma 8.2. K
Thus, our method produces a new H-space X
1
out of X"X
0
with one less polynomial
generator and X
1
still satisÞes conditions (F1), (F2) and (F3). Either the iteration stops at
a Þnite place and the new H-space inherits a nilpotent two-dimensional generator or the
iteration does not stop and the new inherited classes start at dimension three.
Observe that in any case the two-dimensional classes of X are still in the new H-space X
1
,
except x
1
if it has dimension two (see Propositions 7.4 and 7.7).
And now we can repeat our construction with the new H-space X
1
and produce an
H-space X
2
with one less polynomial generator. And so continue up to a Þnal step X
n
,
where X
n
has no polynomial generator.
We have obtained X
n
, a 1-connected mod 2 H-space with H* (X
n
; F
2
) nilpotent, so
map (BZ/2, X
n
)Kmap(BZ/2, X
n
)
c
, and QH* (X
n
;F
2
) is locally Þnite as A-module, hence
map (BZ/2, X
n
)Kmap(BZ/2, X
n
)
c
KX
n
. That is X
n
satisÞes the Sullivan conjecture, or in
other words X
n
is ‚BZ/2-local or F (Xn )KXn , where F is, as deÞned in the Introduction, the
composition of the BZ/2-nulliÞcation functor, ‚BZ/2, and BousÞeld—Kan 2-completion.
THEOREM 8.4. ‚et X be a 1-connected mod 2 H-space that satisÞes conditions (F1) — (F3).
„hen
1. „here is a sequence of mod 2 H-spaces
X"X
0
PX
1
P2PX
n
"F(X)
where all X
i
satisfy also conditions (F1), (F2) and (F3), the depth of X
i
is the depth of
X
i~1
minus one and X
n
"F (X) is ‚Z/2-local.
2. „he maps
X
i
PX
i‘1
are principal H-Þbrations with Þbre either (CP=) K
2
or BZ/2k for some k*1.
3. „he composition XPF (X) is a principal Þbration with Þbre the product of the Þbres of
the maps X
i
PX
i‘1
.
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Assume furthermore that H*(X;F
2
) is actually noetherian, then
4. As algebras, H* (X;F
2
):P?N, where P is a polynomial algebra and N is a 2-
connected Þnite Hopf algebra.
5. In the above sequence of mod 2 H-spaces
X"X
0
PX
1
P2PX
n
"F(X)
all X
i
have noetherian mod 2 cohomology.
6. X
n
"F (X) is a mod 2 Þnite H-space.
7. Fibrations (17) involved in the construction of
X
i
PX
i‘1
are of type I and X
i
PX
i‘1
are principal H-Þbrations with Þbre (CP=) K
2
.
8. „he composition XPF (X) is a principal Þbration:
((CP=) K
2
)nPXPF (X) .
Proof. 1 and 2 follow from the previous constructions and 3 by an argument similar to
that of Proposition 8.1(i).
Assume now that H*(X;F
2
) is noetherian. Using the Propositions 7.4 and 7.7, we see
that at each step of our construction the obtained H-space has also noetherian mod
2 cohomology H* (X
i
; F
2
):P
i
?N
i
where P
i
is a polynomial algebra and N
i
is a Þnite
algebra. In particular the mod 2 cohomology of X
n
"F(X) is Þnite: H* (X
n
; F
2
):N
n
. So
X
n
"F (X) is a mod 2 Þnite H-space. It is known [8] that a 1-connected mod 2-Þnite
H-space is actually 2-connected so its mod 2 cohomology, N
n
cannot contain two-dimen-
sional classes. But, according to Propositions 7.4 and 7.7 a two-dimensional class in any
N
i
would be inherited by N
n
. Hence, all N
i
must be 2-connected.
Observe as well that if one of the Þbrations (17) involved in the construction
was of type II then it would produce a nilpotent two-dimensional class in the coho-
mology of the constructed H-space (Proposition 7.7). Again this class would survive to N
n
,
which is a contradiction, hence all the Þbrations involved are of type I, sequence (17) is
inÞnite
X
i
"E
0
PE
1
P2PE
k
P2PE
=
"hocolim
k
E
k
and the Þbre of the principal Þbration X
i
PX
i‘1
"(E
=
) K
2
is (CP=) K
2
. We have proved 3—7
follows as before. K
Proof of „heorem 1.1. It follows from Theorem 8.4 for the case in which H* (X;F
2
) is
noetherian. K
Proof of „heorem 1.6. If X is a mod 2 H-space that satisÞes conditions (F1), (F2) and
(F3) and x3H* (X;F
2
) is a polynomial generator, we can construct a Þbration
BZ/2PXPE
and with the arguments of the beginning of this section, we can complete x to a good system
of transgressive generators such that x is the only one in this system that transgresses
nontrivially. The theorem then follows from Proposition 6.3 and Theorem 8.4(6). K
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Example 8.5. Observe that our method allows us to guess what the cohomology of F(X)
should be. Let us have a look at some examples with just one polynomial generator.
1. One four-dimensional polynomial generator. We have already seen in Example 1.7
that a four-dimensional polynomial generator always appears together with its Sq1.
So the minimal possible cohomology of an H-space, X, with a four-dimensional
polynomial generator is P[x
4
]?E (Sq1x
4
).
After the Þrst step we have H* (E
1
;F
2
):P[x
2
]?E (x
3
) and then
H* (F (X);F
2
):H*(X
1
; F
2
):E (x
3
) , the cohomology of S3 .
2. One eight-dimensional polynomial generator. Also from Example 1.7 we know that
there are two minimal possibilities for the cohomology of an H-space X with an
eight-dimensional polynomial generator. Namely,
— H* (X;F
2
)"P[x
8
]?E(x
9
, x
11
) which would be the three connected cover of
F (X) with H* (F (X);F
2
)"P [x
3
]/(x4
3
)?E (x
5
).
— H* (X;F
2
)"P[x
8
]?E (x
5
, x
9
) which in this case would be the three connected
cover of F (X) with H* (F(X);F
2
)"E(x
3
, x
5
).
In both cases Sq2x
3
"x
5
. Those cohomology algebras correspond to G
2
, S”(3) and
its three connected covers.
3. One 16-dimensional generator. In the same way one obtains the minimal possibilities
for the cohomology of an H-space with a 16-dimensional polynomial generator. The
possible MI
3
are
C
Sq1
Pf
Sq8
Qf
Sq4
Qf ,
C
Sq1
Pf
Sq8
Qf
Sq2
Pf ,
C
Sq1
Pf
Sq2
Pf
Sq8
Qf
and
C
Sq1
Pf
Sq2
Pf
Sq4
Pf .
Such an H-space should be the 3-connected cover of a mod 2 H-space with cohomol-
ogy either
— E (x
3
, x
5
, x
9
),
—
P (x
3
)
(x4
3
)
?E(x
5
, x
9
),
—
P (x
3
, x
5
)
(x4
3
, x4
5
)
?E (x
9
) or
—
P (x
3
, x
5
)
(x8
3
, x4
5
)
?E (x
9
),
respectively, with Sq2x
3
"x
5
, Sq4x
5
"x
9
. Observe that these Hopf algebras are
primitively generated and by classical results (cf. [14]) they cannot appear as the
cohomology of an H-space. Hence these minimal cohomology Hopf algebras are not
realizable. Notice that the Þrst of these possibilities embeds in the cohomology of
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S” (5), so S”(5)S3T realizes one of the minimal examples but with an additional class
in dimension seven.
4. One 32-dimensional polynomial generator. As before, one 32-dimensional generator
together with just the minimal amount of extra generators implied by Theorem 1.6
cannot be realized. However some of those minimal possibilities embed in the
cohomologies of the three connected covers of the Lie groups S” (9), E
6
, E
7
and E
8
,
where the corresponding modules M I
4
are:
C
Sq1
Pf
Sq16
Qf
Sq8
Qf
Sq4
Qf ,
C
Sq1
Pf
Sq16
Qf
Sq8
Qf
Sq2
Pf ,
C
Sq1
Pf
Sq2
Pf
Sq14
Qf
Sq8
Qf ,
and
C
Sq1
Pf
Sq2
Pf
Sq4
Pf
Sq8
Pf ,
respectively [13].
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